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Abstract

This paper describes our current efforts in empirical analy-
sis of human-human dialogue interaction data. The meth-
ods we propose abstracts away from the linguistic content
of a dialogue to analyze acoustic and interaction phenom-
ena directly. The focus is on properties of the speech signal
and on language-independent interaction behavior as op-
posed to information content of the utterances exchanged
between dialogue participants. We are exploring machine
learning techniques for ways to convert our algorithms to
trainable or adaptable system components.

Motivation: Robust Dialogue Analysis

Manual and automated analysis of empirical dialogue data
are used to develop models for human-machine interac-
tion. The study of human-human spoken dialogue helps
user interface designers develop improved models for
communicative behavior in computer-human interaction,
providing insights into the needs and propensities of the
human dialogue partner (e.g., Di Eugenio, et al., 1997;
Walker, 1994). We are engaged in an ongoing project, the
ultimate goal of which is a suite of automatic methods for
analysis of spoken monologue and multiparty discourse
processing (Duff et al. 1996, LuperFoy et al. 1997).

An alternative motivation, and the one pursued here, is
the analysis of large amounts of human-human dialogue
behavior as an end in itself. An instance of this sort of
effort is the Discourse Resource Initiative (Allen, et al.,
1997; DRI, 1996) the aim of which is to facilitate coop-
eration among discourse researchers through establish-
ment of common data annotation schemata and through
sharing of discourse corpora, analysis tools, and statistical
results. The empirical analysis task we have undertaken is
described in terms of (1) characteristics of the raw data
under study, (2) input to the discourse-level analyzer from
remaining software components, (3) constraints stemming
from system-level requirements, i.e., the purpose of the
overall analysis task, and (4) an emphasis on generali-
zability, scalability and portability of software develop-
ment results.

The data we study contain large amounts of spontane-
ous spoken dialogue with an unrestricted vocabulary.
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These data contain false starts, filled pauses, self-
corrections, backchannels, overlapping speech between
participants, and occasional non-verbal vocalizations such
as laughter, singing, and sighs in addition to dialectal
variation, and ungrammaticality and fragmentary sen-
tences common in conversational discourse.

Ideally, we want our system to be universal, working
with languages for which no large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition software exists. Even for English and
other languages for which recognizers exist, performance
on spontaneous unrestricted dialogue is not yet accurate
enough to support reliable natural language processing,
and the quantities of data involved make substitution of
speech recognition with manual transcription too difficult
or too expensive for the large scale tasks we are pursuing.

So a set of software engineering constraints stem from
the limitations of the containing system that invokes our
discourse-level analyzer. That system is assumed to lack
high accuracy speech recognition and "upstream" mod-
ules of morphology, syntax, and sentential semantics on
which traditional discourse semantic processing tends to
rely. To cope with these constraints, the current effort
began with the extraction from spoken discourse corpora
of features we call the "discourse topology". These are the
discourse-level properties of the data that can be ex-
tracted, measured, or inferred in the absence of output
from remaining components of natural language process-
ing systems (morphology, syntax, sentential semantics).

We are testing the hypothesis that useful information
can be inferred about the structure and content of a dis-
course by looking at these topological features, i.e., that
these measures can inform discourse interpretation tasks
such as topic segmentation, characterization of discourse
genre, characterization of speaker, relative social roles of
participants in a multiparty discourse, assignment of
speech acts, assignment of conventional structure to vari-
ous types of stylized discourses, and more.

The application task we addressing is the search, in a
single dialogue or in a corpus, for certain dialogue-level
events which can be recognized independently of the lexi-
cal content or information content of the conversation.
For example, for some information retrieval applications
it is useful to detect types of discourse segment, e.g.,
speakers negotiating, giving instructions or training, ar-
guing, interviewing, etc. We claim that such dialogue
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¯ patterns.can be, in some cases, identified without recog-
nizing the words of the dialogue and without the depth of
traditional natural language understanding methods.

In other applications, we want to extract high-level dis-
course structure in order to index a corpus for subsequent
tasks of search and retrieval keyed on occurrences of spe-
cific structural patterns. Yet another type of task calling
for dialogue topological analysis is the classification of an
entire dialogue or clustering of a corpus of dialogues ac-
cording to global parameters such as purpose or interac-
tion style. For many such applications, the dialogue
topological properties of the dialogue are at least as im-
portant as the lexical information in a dialogue for char-
acterizing the nature of the interaction; we often gain
more from knowing the amount of overlapping speech,
range of voice frequency and amplitude for the two
speakers, and occurrence of questions, the detection of
which may benefit more from topology than grammatical
analysis.

A final set of constraints stem from our goal to build
methods and software systems that are trainable, either
automatically or manually, on new data and for novel
information retrieval tasks. That is, we want to construct
generic analysis tools without knowing to which lan-
guages they will ultimately be applied nor what questions
will be asked concerning the eventual discourse data
sources.

Approach: Dialogue Topology

The dialogue topology approach to dialogue analysis is
based exclusively on high-level features of the speech
signal, such as timing and prosodic information. Our goal
is to discover the mechanism that allows a human, over-
hearing a conversation between two speakers in a lan-
guage that one does not understand. One is able to tell a
lot about what was going on between the two speakers
(through prosody and timing information), even without
understanding any of the actual words that they utter. We
have implemented a tool for extracting dialogue topology
from the speech signal in the absence of semantic or in-
formation content from linguistic processing: lexical,
morphological, syntactic, and sentential semantic.

Thus far, our experimental data has been spoken dia-
logue corpora obtained from the Linguistic Data Consor-
tium, specifically the Switchboard (LDCa) and Callhome
(LDCb) corpora. The LDC data we have used were an-
notated manually, or via a semi-automated process, al-
though we believe that with modest effort, it will be pos-
sible to automate parts of the data collection process. We
were granted access to a database of prosodic information
developed for Switchboard data (Shriberg, et al., 1997) 
part of an effort to improve the word error rate of large
vocabulary conversational speech recognition (LVCSR)
via language models that incorporate discourse-level in-
formation.

Thus far we have primarily explored timing informa-
tion, specifically the start and stop times of utterances of
individual speakers as marked in the LDC data sources.
Derived from this low-level information is an intermedi-

ate level of analysis that identifies key discourse events
and features such as pauses and overlaps, and assign them
properties according to their duration and their location in
the dialogue. At the next higher level of abstraction, we
have begun to identify patterns of dialogue interaction.
For example, from timing information we locate pauses
and overlapping speech from which we can then construct
patterns of speaker interruption and competition for the
floor. We characterize these patterns based on the dura-
tion of overlap and how the competition is resolved--i.e.,
which speaker takes over the floor. It is from these types
of patterns that the name "topology" emerged, since they
are indicators of the general "shape" of the exchange as
opposed to the actual semantic content.

Topological processing can accumulate features at any
of several granularity points:

* Utterance or segment. Features can be extracted to
classify specific utterances or groups of utterances in
a dialogue. Dialogue segment boundaries may be pre-
determined in the input data or, alternatively, topo-
logical analysis can assign segmentation boundaries.
Segments themselves can then be assigned features
based on topology or based on semantic content.

¯ Entire dialogue. Features can be collected to serve as
an overall classification of a dialogue. For example,
the relative roles of speakers, their relationship to one
another (formal, familiar, friendly, antagonistic), the
total length of the dialogue, percentage of time the
individual participants were talking, etc.

¯ Dialogue participants across sessions. Information
can be accumulated on a particular participant in a
corpus of dialogues, e.g., to determine a speaker’s
characteristic speech patterns, their preferences, their
personality or dialect, or their function in a manage-
ment hierarchy of an organization.

Our work thus far has focused primarily on utterance
and dialogue-level feature accumulation as we sought
indicators of features such as question/answer pairs in
dialogue, backchannel utterances, familiar versus formal
dialogues, etc. in timing and prosodic data

To support our own exploration of candidate dialogue
features to measure, we have built a preliminary version
of a dialogue visualization tool that allows us to explore
the data generated through topological extraction. It pres-
ents in parallel the "thumbnail" diagrams of several dia-
logues, allowing for quick viewing of topological features
by the developer. Contributions by Speaker A, Speaker B,
pauses, and overlapping speech are indicated with differ-
ent colors. The developer can manipulate their view of the
data by zooming in, panning, setting the number of dia-
logues to visualize at a time, and defining thresholds for
distinguishing primary utterances from backchannels.
This improves our ability to search for relationships be-
tween patterns of features and salient discourse properties.
For example, a given pattern of backchanneling may be
thought to indicate greater support from the hearer for the
speaker, and certain patterns of pauses and overlapping
speech can indicate a level of formality of the discourse
setting, or familiarity of the speakers, and thus allow one
to compare dialogue segments. Our visualization tools
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helps us in rapid hypothesis formulation, to quickly char-
acterize and contrast a set of dialogues prior to investing
in an in-depth analysis.

Our next step is to develop adaptable versions of these
techniques by using manually annotated discourse selec-
tions to assess the strength of correlations discovered in
this way, so that they can be developed into automatically
acquired models. We are interested in using machine
learning techniques in order to accomplish the fourth of
our objectives outlined in the introductory section of this
paper, that is, to make our algorithms flexible and easy to
apply to new dialogue patterns of interest.

Several key questions affecting the success of this ap-
proach remain to be answered. One is whether it will be
possible to build and train language models which can
detect the features of interest with any generality and reli-
ability. This, in turn, would seem to depend on our suc-
cess in finding learning algorithms that are amenable to
the particular characteristics of our data and of the fea-
tures we are trying to extract (thus, our interest in this
workshop). Another is whether there will be any language
universality to the features, that is, whether a pattern for
detecting a certain feature in English dialogues (an argu-
ment, a backchannel utterance, etc.) would necessarily
work for dialogues in other languages.
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